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Growing in leaps and bounds as
the seasons change
Message from the
Chairperson
It is incredible to think that a whole
season has passed since our last newsletter. The village gardens are looking
lovely and the recent rains have certainly helped to revive many dry areas
and green up the lawns.
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Soon we will be heading into autumn,
typically a dry period, so please remember that existing water restrictions
will still apply until we are notified differently.
Our first official fundraiser was the tea
party and sincere thanks to everybody
who supported this function. We sold
all 135 tickets that we had printed for
this event and sadly had to turn people
away who were hoping to buy tickets on
the day. We raised just
under R11,000.00 from
ticket sales, the hamper
raffle tickets, plant sales
and donations from residents. This cash will be
put to good use in the
common area gardens.
A special thanks to all
garden committee members who worked so hard
selling tickets, potting
plants, providing eats,
serving tea and generally

bringing everything together. A huge
thank you to Lu Penberthy for donating
and assembling the fabulous “pamper
hamper” which was won by a resident
Tish van Jaarsveld.
We also thank our guest speaker Mike
Viviers from Random Harvest Nursery an indigenous nursery off Beyers
Naude Drive.
Two close friends of the Dennehys Cliff
Laidlaw and Dicky Voigt, thank you for
providing musical entertainment.
Dianne Chandler one of our talented
residents, thank you for singing for us.
This all added to the enjoyment of the
afternoon.
Garden committee members and residents donated the plants sold at the
tea party and unsold plants have been
planted in common area gardens.
We plan to develop more gardens in the
common areas, starting with a garden
to the north of apartment Block C.
Our tree planting initiative will resume
in March. Before then committee members will start visiting residents specifically for donations towards trees.
Please remember that apart from the
cost of the tree, each tree planted also
requires a sturdy stake, compost, potting soil, bone meal, superphosphate

and the cost of the gardener digging
the hole.
We are trying to obtain a gardener from
Turfnet to work one day a week exclusively in the common area gardens.
This gardener will be paid from the
committee funds and will enable us to
make some progress with our projects.
Davis, the gardener from Turfnet for
‘our rent a gardener’ project is proving
to be a great asset.

Inside...

Davis can be booked at reception for
Mondays and Tuesdays to work in
private gardens on an hourly basis at
R40.00 per hour.
A special appeal to all residents to
think about the common area gardens
when thinning out plants etc. We are
very grateful to receive any plants for
the existing as well as new gardens.
Keep up the good work in your own
garden – remember we cannot buy
happiness, but we can always buy
plants. And to a keen gardener that is
almost the same thing.
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Doreen

Maximising
y o u r

Whether you have a patio, balcony or just a windowsill, fill it
with plants and bring life and
colour into your environment.
No space is too tiny to accommodate some kind of a garden.
A container garden requires the
same meticulous planning as a
normal garden.
1. Type of container: choose
your container from the vast
variety of containers available. From classic terracotta
urns to light weight plastic
and rustic wooden planters.
Plant up unused china jugs
and dishes or even galvanised
buckets for a charming and
unusual display. The textures
and colours are only limited
to your imagination. Keep in
mind that on a balcony the
weight and size of the pot
must be carefully considered.
Chose a container as large as
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possible and fill with a variety of plants with the same
watering needs, as this will
make a bigger impact and
will require less attention.
Make sure the container has
enough drainage holes and
cover these with enough
draining material gravel,
crocks, small pebbles or
polystyrene balls or pieces.
Always place the container
on a drip tray to protect surfaces and retain moisture.
2. Position: Place the container within easy reach on
the balcony or patio, or on
a table or a shelf and select your plants according
to the growing conditions
in that space. Sun o r
shade,
windy
or
even very hot and
dry on a balcony.
3. Planting style:
As within a large
garden, chose your
container garden
style (see info box
on the right.)
4. Height
and
scale: Balance
the plant shapes
and sizes to the
size of the container. Mix tall
and low growing, bushy and
upright plants
in the same or
in a group of
containers.
Different
heights

Container garden
styles

add interest and will
allow you to make
use of vertical space.
5. Maintenance:
For
healthy and goodlooking plants feed
weekly with organic
liquid or soluble
fertiliser during the
growing season and water
regularly never let the container dry out. Cut flowers
as soon as they die down
and remove any dead, diseased or dying foliage.

a. Formal: Straight lines, colour co-ordinated
and evenly spaced plantings.

b.

Informal: A mixture
of colours and textures
and container grouping
in odd numbers.

c. Relaxing: Silver and grey foliage, white and soft pastel colours.

d.

Eye-catching: Sculptured
shapes, large foliage,
striking blooms and bright
colours.
e. Edible: Plant your own salad,
herb or fruit container up.

Plant of the Quarter
Plectranthus

Plectranthus a genus of more
than 50 species of plants found
in southern Africa. Many of
these are used as ornamental herbaceous plants for the
garden, not only in South Africa, but all around the world.
Although most of these come
from the more subtropical/
tropical areas of southern Africa they are the perfect choice
for providing color and interest to a shady spot in the garden or on the patio.
Being so easy to propagate
from cuttings, they are readily
shared amongst keen gardeners. Species from dry regions
are succulent with aromatic
leaves and sometimes with
tuberous roots. The better
known species are soft-leaved
plants found in forests in the
summer rainfall region.
The plants come in a number
of shapes and colors ranging
from white, through pink to
dark mauves and lavenders.
They prefer well drained composted soil and regular watering during summer. Feed
regularly and mulch to boost
flowering, usually during autumn. Prune to shape and
keep the plant neat and prune
hard after flowering. The species range from low growing
ground covers to handsome
erect shrubs up to 1.7 meters
tall.
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Ambiguous – A
groundcover with
purple flowers in late
summer and autumn.
Use in hanging baskets in shade.
Ciliatus – A groundcover with unusual
foliage, dark green
above and purple
below with carpets of
white to mauve flowers in autumn. An
excellent, fast-growing, low maintenance
plant for large areas
under trees.

Fruticosus – An
erect shrub up to 1.2
meters tall with attractive leaves sometimes purple below.
The cultivar ‘James’
can handle morning
sun. Flowers are pink
to mauve in autumn.

Zuluensis – An
erect tall shrub up
to 1.5 meters with
velvet textured
leaves and spikes
of mauve or
purple flowers in
spring and again
in autumn. This
plant does well
in a protected
position or in a
container on the
patio. Prune to
shape and prune
hard after flowering.
Ecklonii – A
fast growing erect
shrub growing up
to 1.7 meters tall,
with spikes of tubular pink, white
or blue flowers in
autumn. Water
regularly during
summer.

Purpuratus – A
compact hardy
succulent with
small round
leaves and white
flowers from
spring to autumn.
Plant this species
in semi shade or
in containers on
the patio and it
will survive with
minimal care and
watering.
Verticillatus
–A spreading
tough and water
wise groundcover. The reddish
stems bear shiny
semi succulent
leaves that are
green above and
purple below and
white flowers in
autumn. As with
neochilus replace
with new plants
made from cuttings.

Saccatus – A
shrub up to 1 meter tall with light
green leaves and
sprays of white
or mauve flowers
from summer to
late autumn. Plant
in semi shade and
prune, water and
feed regularly.
Neochilus – A
spreading groundcover with semi
succulent green
leaves and mauve
or blue flowers on
and off all year.
The half-hardy
plant flowers best
in full sun and
requires very little
maintenance. Replace woody and
straggly plants
with cuttings
taken every two to
four years.

Madagascariensis – A spreading groundcover
with green or
variegated leaves
that will brighten
a dark are. The
plant is covered in
white flowers in
autumn. It is very
hardy and water
wise and will grow
in shade or semi
shade. Good for
concrete block
walls in shade,
containers and
hanging baskets.
Can be clipped to
form a neat edge
and requires far
less feeding and
pruning than
most other plectranthus species.
Strigosus – A
very vigorous
growing groundcover with small
light green leaves
and sprays of tiny
white flowers.
These frost sensitive plants grow
best in light shade
and under trees.

Parsley

Petroselinum Sativum
Although the pretty, curly, green Parsley will
grow anywhere with a temperate climate, it is
actually native to the Mediterranean region,
mainly Greece. It is from the family Apiaceae,
boasting over thirty-seven varieties such as
the curly-leaved type which is widely used in
herbal medicine.
Extensively used as a culinary herb, both
fresh and dried. It is a very nutritious plant,
high in vitamins A and C.
The herb and seed are used medicinally for
kidney and bladder problems, digestive complaints, arthritis, rheumatism, rickets, sciatica and stimulates hair growth.
A very powerful essential oil is obtained from
the leaves and seed, and has been known and
used since the beginning of the sixteenth century.
A tea made from the dried herb works wonders in soothing cystitis (urinary tract infections), and all manner of bladder problems.
It has a mild diuretic effect (good for those
swollen ankles) and eases colon discomfort.
Make up the tea by placing one teaspoon of
dried leaves in a cup – the leaves must still be
aromatic and green, and not from a box gathering dust at the back of the spice cupboard
Pour boiling water over. When the leaves
have settled it’s time to savour your parsley
tea. A gentle, refreshing drink. Do not let the
mildness of flavour fool you – the benefits are
amazing.

Tea Party
It is amazing what can be achieved when
a group of friends work together. Yes, we
are called a committee, but in essence we
are friends that all have one thing in common – gardening.
In order to raise funds for our various initiatives we decided to host a tea party for
residents, their families and friends.
From the start ideas rolled in and work
started in earnest. For every idea, a committee member either did the work, or Top and bottom: Some of the beautiful flower arrangements
in the dining room
knew of somebody that could help.
We had generous sponsors that went out
of their way to help our committee. Mike
Viviers from Random Harvest Nursery
was our guest speaker. Nicholsons Corporate Stationers did our stamp, posters and
printing, Andrei and Martin was responsible for our flower arrangements and our
Runners-and-general-helping-hands aka
Number 1 and Number 2 kept the food
and tea flowing. We co-opted Jackii and
Esther to help behind the counter and
their unending energy kept us on our feet!

Martin manning the
money box and selling
plants like a pro!

Winners
Many of the quests walked away with prizes on the
day, mostly provided by our committee members.
Thank you Turfnet for the generous donation of 20
bags of compost and 20 bags of potting soil.

Our committee members were responsible for all the food and we baked, decorated and plated a huge variety of foods
from the traditional to the exotic.

Our MC Jeremy
keeping the
runners on their
toes

Dicky, Cliffie and Diane

Mike Viviers – Random Harvest
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The committee and friends working their “butts”
off keeping the plates and cups filled...

Donated pots and
plants as prizes

Feature Garden

Maria Mielke

Meeting Maria

Maria Mielke from Unit 25 moved
in October 1966 from Hamburg
in Germany to Florida in South
Africa. In Germany Maria lived in
an apartment and could only enjoy
the gardens of the city parks.
Maria started gardening in South
Africa and she loves every minute
that she spends with her plants.
Maria’s garden is tiny, but filled
with surprises and hidden wonders. Her new garden started with
some basic planning, and after her
garden plan was approved, she
jumped in and created her own
oasis in our village.

The backbone of the layout is the beautiful
standard Iceberg roses. She under planted
these with annuals for colour and herbs and
tomatoes for the kitchen.

Beautiful accents draws your eyes
all over this tiny garden

You can see her in her garden
often, and she is proud of the fact
that most of the work is done by
herself.
We asked her to share some garden ‘secrets’ and she told us that
she added loads of compost before
planting her garden and that
she regularly feeds all the plants
with organic fertilizer. She also
stated that she only waters when
required.
“It is very important to source
your plants from a reputable
nursery”, she said, “I like a specific
nursery in Fourways where the
staff treats me as a friend and not
as a customer.”
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The high maintenance plants are
placed inside the picket fence, within
easy reach and the low maintenance
plants are grouped outside the fence
along the pathway.

The only plants she brought from her previous house are a
magnificent Staghorn and a large cactus.

Climbers turn this
drab wall into an
interesting focal
point

A combination of fragrance and colour
makes this garden very special

The Dog Box
Here are some interesting points to consider
about your fluffy
companion
Article adapted from
www.moderndogmagazine.com

#1 I’m not wasting time
Dogs spin around before going to the bathroom
and it has nothing to do trying to waste your
time. A study published in the journal Frontiers
in Zoology reports that dogs poop with their
bodies aligned with Earth’s magnetic field. Researchers observed 70 dogs (37 breeds) over a
period of two years and a clear preference for an
alignment with the north-south axis was documented, furthermore, the east-west avoided.
The reason why they seem to prefer this positioning for defecation and how they sense the
magnetic field is still unclear, but at least we
now have an idea why they tend to spin like the
needle on a compass.

#2 Get the right bed
When you getting a new bed for your dog consider his of her preferred way of sleeping. Of
your dog likes to curl up get a bumper bed, but
if they like having their legs stick out, or like
stretching out whilst sleeping opt for a flat bed
without sides or bolsters. Whichever bed you
get, do not forget a nice blanket. Especially now
that we are moving into autumn.

#3 My tail is talking
A wagging tail is not indicative of a friendly
or good mood. Dogs do sometimes wag their
tails when they are agitated, annoyed or angry.
Pay attention to the tail’s positioning. A loose,

hip-swaying, wiggly, side-to-side wag usually
means they are happy to see you, whereas a tail
held high and stiff that’s rigidly wagging means
a state of high excitement or agitation. Also look
for tense muscles, particularly in the face, dilated pupils and pinned ears—these are not signs
of a relaxed or friendly dog.

Dachshund, Esther, to sneeze on command. It took
a few minutes over a few days and is now Esther’s
favourite party trick. (It’s all about capturing and
rewarding the behaviour—every time your dog
happens to sneeze, say “good sneeze” and give her
a treat.)

#7 Access to the backyard does not
Dogs are smart and like games that make them replace a walk
#4 Dogs like to be challenged

think. They appreciate you hiding treats around
the house for them to find. Give them smart
toys to play with and take them to new places so
that they have novel environments to explore.
To add more variety, change the route you walk
your dog often and also alternate the times you
walk your dog.

#5 Don’t overfeed them
The latest study by the Association for Pet Obesity Prevention found that 53 percent of U.S.
dogs were overweight or obese. All that extra
weight leads to an increased risk of arthritis,
heart disease, and cancer, among other ailments, so please don’t over feed your dog.
When choosing a dog food, look for premium
quality foods that have a complete and balanced
ingredients list. If you are nt sure, speak to your
vet.

#6 Age-appropriate exercise
When dogs get older, they tend to sleep more.
Place their beds somewhere where they have
their own space, but are still part of the household. There is nothing wrong with waking your
dog for an after dinner stroll.
Old dogs can indeed learn new tricks. Modern
Dog’s Creative Director taught her ten-year-old

Dogs are pack animals and like to be with their
people. If left outside, they will most likely just sit

there waiting for you to return and let them back
indoors where we can be part of the action. Bored
dogs can destroy a garden (and sprinkler systems).
Lonely dogs are also prone to barking.

#8 It is not about being bad…
Dogs get bored very quickly. Studies have found
dogs, on average, posses the intellect of a human
two-year-old, and we can all imagine how much
trouble a toddler left to their own devices all day
could get up to (read: disaster).
If your dog is barking, jumping or wrecking things,
chances are that they need a lot more exercise and
attention. Switch off the TV, take your dog for a
stroll or spend a little time brushing up on their
trick repertoire.

#9 If you’re a stranger…
If you bump into a strange dog, let the dog approach you. If you crouch down a short distance
from the dog and glance off to the side, the dog will
be much happier and more relaxed. The dog might
then approaching you on its own terms. Reaching out towards a dog’s face is an action that dogs
might react to negatively, as it can appear threatening.
Talking to a strange dog will also help calm him.

#10 Dogs are creatures of habit and
like consistency…
…particularly where training is concerned. If you
let your dog up on the couch sometimes, they will
not understand that they cannot be up there all the
time. Also keep in mind that if your dog’s routines
or habits suddenly and drastically change, to consult a vet. A sudden change in behaviour is often
indicative of an underlying medical issue.

From the Garden Couch

I am a Seenager (Senior teenager)
I have everything that I wanted as a
teenager, only 60 years later. I don’t
have to go to school or work. I get an
allowance every month. I have my
own pad. I don’t have a curfew. I have
a driver’s license and my own car.

The people I hang around with are not
scared of getting pregnant, they aren’t
scared of anything, they have been
blessed to live this long, why be scared?
And I don’t have acne. Life is Good!
Also, you will feel much more intelligent
after reading this, if you are a Seenager.
Brains of older people are slow because
they know so much. People do not decline
mentally with age, it just takes them longer to recall facts because they have more
information in their brains, scientists believe this also makes you hard of hearing
as it puts pressure on your inner ear.
Much like a computer struggles as the
hard drive gets full, so too, do humans
take longer to access information when
their brains are full.
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We have started on a new
garden in the common area
below the apartments. Progress is still slow due to the lack of a
dedicated gardener, but we have plans
to remedy that.

Researchers say this slowing down process is not the same as cognitive decline.
The human brain works slower in old
age, said Dr. Michael Ramscar, but only
because we have stored more information over time. The brains of older people
do not get weak. On the contrary, they
simply know more.
Also, older people often go to another
room to get something and when they get
there, they stand there wondering what
they came for. It is NOT a memory problem, it is nature’s way of making older
people do more exercise.
SO THERE!
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Forthcoming Attractions
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We will be running an Easter
Hamper Raffle in the reception area starting Monday
14 March 2016 during the lunch hour.
Please come and buy your ticket for
a chance of winning a basket filled to
the brim with delectable chocolates
and other surprises.
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When the winter has us in
its frozen embrace, and we
are reluctant to spend too
much time outdoors, we will huddle
together indoors and have fun with
friends, soup, sherry, good music and
… and…. Watch the notice boards and
get your ticket for this event.
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We are calling on all gardeners to start preparing
your gardens for the garden competition to be held during the
summer. We plan to combine the open
garden day with a village carnival.

